The courses below have been approved to fulfill the MSP elective requirements. There may be other courses that will fulfill the elective requirement. If you would like to use a class for elective credit that has not been pre-approved, please contact ummsp@umich.edu for instructions.

AMCULT 620  Knowledge/Power/Practice in Science, Technology, and Medicine (Meets together with COMM 820, HISTORY 619, HISTORY 819, RACKHAM 619, SI 719)

ANTHRARC 497  Museum Anthropology

ANTHRCUL 625  Anthropological Approaches to Property and Property Rights

COMM 610  Digital Studies Seminar (available 12/21/18)

HISTART 689  Special Topics: Disfiguration, Defacement, and the Unmaking of Visual Art

MKT 614  Nonprofit & Social Marketing

MO 840  Seminar in Organizational Studies (Meets together with PSYCH 808, SI 702, WOMENSTD 698) * approved if student writes museums-related paper

MUSEUMS 407  Museums & Literature (Cross-listed with GERMAN 407)

SI 667  Digital Curation

SI 675  Digitization of Cultural Heritage Materials

SOC 595.002  Topics in Sociology: Memory Wars (Cross-listed with HISTORY 445)